Episodic memory impairment is a hallmark for early diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease. Most actual tests used to diagnose Alzheimer's disease do not assess the spatiotemporal properties of episodic memory and lead to false-positive or -negative diagnosis. We used a newly developed, nonverbal navigation test for Human, based on the objective experimental testing of a spatiotemporal experience, to differentially Alzheimer's disease at the mild stage (N ϭ 16 patients) from frontotemporal lobar degeneration (N ϭ 11 patients) and normal aging (N ϭ 24 subjects). Comparing navigation parameters and standard neuropsychological tests, temporal order memory appeared to have the highest predictive power for mild Alzheimer's disease diagnosis versus frontotemporal lobar degeneration and normal aging. This test was also nonredundant with classical neuropsychological tests. As a conclusion, our results suggest that temporal order memory tested in a spatial navigation task may provide a selective behavioral marker of Alzheimer's disease.
Introduction
Pathophysiology in Alzheimer's disease (AD) is associated with medial temporal lobe dysfunction (Seab et al., 1988; Jobst et al., 1992; Scahill et al., 2002; Thompson et al., 2003) . Already during the initial stages of AD, tau pathology is found in the medial temporal lobe (Braak and Braak, 1991; Van Hoesen et al., 1991) . Marked hippocampal atrophy with tau-and amyloid-related lesions are specific to AD. Indeed, hippocampal atrophy specifically predicts conversion to AD in mild cognitive impairment (MCI) (Trivedi et al., 2006; Chupin et al., 2009 ) and hippocampal function differentiates AD from normal aging and frontotemporal lobe degeneration (FTLD)-the second most common dementia after Alzheimer's disease (Rabinovici et al., 2007; Drzezga et al., 2008) .
This hippocampal locus of early AD pathology is consistent with spatiotemporal orientation impairments in everyday activities (Pai and Jacobs, 2004) , such as difficulties in finding one's way in unfamiliar environments in both patients with prodromal AD-the symptomatic predementia phase (deIpolyi et al., 2007; Cushman et al., 2008) -and AD patients (Bird et al., 2010) . Correspondingly, patients with mild AD are impaired for spatial memory (Kessels et al., 2005; Hort et al., 2007; Cushman et al., 2008) as well as for spatiotemporal memory (Cherrier et al., 2001; Kalová et al., 2005; deIpolyi et al., 2007) .
According to the new diagnostic criteria (Dubois et al., 2010) , hippocampal-dependent episodic memory impairment appears as a major and "core" criterion to be associated with one supportive criterion based on biomarkers or genetics, for early diagnosis of AD. To take care of Alzheimer patients as early as possible, a simple behavioral tool that specifically diagnoses Alzheimer's disease early on is of major importance.
However, defining a behavioral task that is sufficient to provide a satisfactory diagnosis is still a challenge. Limitations of the memory tests used in clinic primarily concern their unsatisfactory differential diagnostic power (Elfgren et al., 1994; Chen et al., 2000; Simons et al., 2002; Thompson et al., 2005; Tierney et al., 2005) . One possible reason for this is that memory tests used in clinic do not model proper hippocampal function. Indeed, most tests can be resolved without reference to a spatiotemporal context, which precisely depends on hippocampal function (for review, see Burgess et al., 2002) .
Our aim was to develop a sensitive and specific behavioral nonverbal marker of mild AD. We hypothesized that AD would be best diagnosed by a test assessing spatiotemporal memories acquired through active navigation, because this requires hip-pocampal function (Maguire et al., 1998; Burgess et al., 2002; Igló i et al., 2010) .
Here we use a paradigm consisting in the creation of a nonverbal spatiotemporal memory using the Starmaze navigation task (Rondi-Reig et al., 2006; Igló i et al., 2009 Igló i et al., , 2010 , which activates the hippocampus in young healthy subjects (Igló i et al., 2010) . We tested three age groups of healthy volunteers and FTLD, amnestic MCI (aMCI), and AD patients to disentangle age-and AD pathology-related impairments compared with a battery of other standard neuropsychological tests.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Patients with AD (N ϭ 16, 8 males and 8 females), amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI, N ϭ 14, 10 males and 4 females) or FTLD (N ϭ 11, 6 males and 5 females) were recruited from the Memory Center of the Salpêtrière Hospital. Sixty-three healthy controls also participated in this study. They were divided into three age groups (20 -39 , N ϭ 20, 9 males and 11 females, 40 -59, N ϭ 19, 10 males and 9 females, 60 -80 years old, N ϭ 24, 11 males and 13 females).
All patients with AD, aMCI and FTLD were evaluated by a neurologist with experience in cognitive and behavioral neurology. The neurological interview included an investigation of depression symptoms and, when the neurologist judged necessary, the Montgomery Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (Montgomery and Åsberg, 1979) was used to assess depressive state (in this case, a score Ͼ16 of 60 was considered as pathological). All subjects (patients and controls) underwent a neuropsychological examination that included the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al., 1975) ; the free and cued selective reminding test (FCSRT) (Grober and Buschke, 1987) for verbal episodic memory; the delayed recall of the Rey figure (RCFT) (Rey, 1993) for visual memory; the Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB) (Dubois et al., 2000) for executive functions; the Corsi Block-Tapping Task (Corsi, 1972) with the forward version (CBT-F, testing the exact recall of a spatial sequence) for visuospatial span, and the backward version (CBT-B, testing the recall of a spatial sequence backwards) for working memory (Kessels et al., 2008) . Gestual praxis and visuoconstructive function were tested by copying the Rey figure (RCFT) (Rey, 1993) , and by MMSE pentagons. Clinical severity of the disease was assessed by the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) (Berg, 1988; Morris, 1993) . In addition, all patients underwent the Verbal Fluency test (letter S and category: fruit in 2 min) (Kremin et al., 1999) . When dementia other than that observed in AD was clinically suspected, an additional specific neuropsychological battery was administered to increase the specificity of the clinical diagnosis using tests to assess orbitofrontal function for frontal variant of FTLD, semantic memory for semantic dementia, and language for progressive non-fluent aphasia.
Subjects who presented any of the following were excluded: 1) systemic illnesses that could interfere with cognitive functioning; 2) major depression; 3) score on MMSE lower than 15; 4) history of stroke, 5) clinical or neuroimaging evidence of focal lesions or presence of subcortical vascular lesions on brain MRI; 6) visual deficit that could interfere with the performance on the experimental task (all subjects should have normal vision or corrected to normal vision).
Patients with AD (N ϭ 16) fulfilled the NINCDS-ADRDA (Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association) criteria (McKhann et al., 1984) and the new research criteria for AD (Dubois et al., 2010) . All AD patients had progressive amnesia of the medial temporal type characterized by a low free recall not normalized with cueing (Dubois and Albert, 2004) , and at least one positive in vivo marker of AD pathology among the following: CSF amyloid ␤; total tau and phospho-tau. All AD patients had a CDR score Ͼ0.5.
Patients with aMCI (N ϭ 14) had progressive amnesia of the medial temporal type, without other cognitive impairment, and without impairment of normal daily life activities. Their CDR was of 0.5.
Patients with FTLD (N ϭ 11) were included according to consensual criteria (Neary et al., 1998; McKhann et al., 2001 ). This group included patients presenting the following clinical profiles: (1) frontal variant of FTLD (N ϭ 5) characterized by decline in behavior and executive functioning, (2) semantic dementia (N ϭ 3), associated with fluent progressive aphasia, impaired word comprehension, and poor object knowledge, and (3) progressive non-fluent aphasia (N ϭ 3), associated with effortful speech and impaired grammatical comprehension.
Healthy adults were also included (N ϭ 63), among whom there were 24 healthy old adults (60 -80 years old), age-matched to patients. The young adults were recruited from university or public announcements. Old adults were recruited from social clubs for retired people and none had impaired activities of daily living. All healthy controls underwent a short clinical interview to exclude medical disorders that could interfere with cognitive performance and underwent the same neuropsychological assessment as patients. Normal controls had no neurological complaints nor symptoms of depression, had normal neuropsychological examinations, and had preserved daily life functioning (CDR ϭ 0).
Computer experience was quantified using a scale ranging from 0 to 3. A score of 0 corresponded to no or sparse computer experience. If the subject frequently used a computer, a score of 1 was given. Playing 2D computer games corresponded to a score of 2, and playing games implemented in virtual reality corresponded to a score of 3. Patients and agematched controls (60 -80 group) were matched for computer ability according to this scale.
We obtained written informed consent from all subjects according to the Declaration of Helsinki (BMJ 1991; 302: 1194) and the study was approved by the Pitié Salpêtriere Ethics Committee.
Experimental procedure and analysis of behavioral data
Virtual environment
The virtual reality Starmaze, designed with 3D StudioMax (Autodesk Fortune 1000) and made interactive with Virtools (v3.5) (Dassault Systèmes), comprised five central alleys forming a pentagon and five alleys radiating from the angles of the central pentagon (Fig. 1A) . Participants used a joystick to move their viewpoint forward or backward or to turn left or right; they could move around and perform rotations freely in all of the alleys. Distant environmental cues surround the maze for orientation (Fig. 1B) . These cues were placed between the ends of adjacent alleys and every cue was present twice around the maze, so that solving the task required knowledge of the spatial configuration of cues rather than a guidance strategy based on a single cue. Participants were told to find a goal that would always be at the same place in the environment. The goal had no visible identifiers but, when it was reached, a virtual gift went off to indicate the successful end of the trial, thus providing feedback. Participants knew that the environment would not change during the experiment. Before testing started, subjects spent a few minutes moving freely in one alley of the environment to practice the motor aspects of the task. They were taught to observe the landscape by turning without moving forward. As soon as subjects were comfortable with the joystick, the experiment started.
The experiment consisted of learning trials followed by the temporal and spatial memory tests (see Fig. 1C for complete trial order). During the learning phase, successful navigation could be supported by either type of representation: sequential egocentric (sequence of body-turns), allocentric (location relative to environmental cues) (see also Igló i et al., 2009 Igló i et al., , 2010 or a combination of both. During this phase, healthy subjects learned both the sequential egocentric and the allocentric strategies in parallel (Igló i et al., 2009 ). Therefore, they learned a sequence of movements leading to the goal, and also the configuration of external landmarks surrounding the maze.
Learning phase
The learning phase consisted of 11 learning trials. A trial ended either when a subject reached the goal location, or after the 90 s time-limit, except if after the 90 s time-limit the subject had not traveled the minimum distance in the maze (corresponding to four central and three peripheral alleys); in which case the trial ended when this amount of distance was traveled. One exception was the first three learning trials: if subjects failed to reach the goal within these conditions on time and distance, they were placed in the goal alley and were told to reach the goal by going straight forward.
Every 200 ms, the exact position of the subject was registered in a Cartesian coordinate system. Learning performance was measured by two parameters: percentage of successful trials and percentage of direct trials (Fig. 2) . Successful trials corresponded to the trials where a subject reached the goal within the time or distance limit. Direct trials corresponded to the trials where a subject reached the goal without entering any peripheral alley different from the arrival alley.
An exploration mark was defined as the number of entries in peripheral alleys (Fig. 1, alleys 1 , 3, 5, 7, and 9) during the first trial of the learning phase. This score was previously used by Moffat et al. (2001) . This measure was used to control that old and young subjects did not differ in their initial exploration of the environment, i.e., that all subjects were equally able to move and turn in the virtual environment.
Test phase
Temporal memory tests. The temporal memory tests, called sequential navigation and route tracing, were performed after the 11th trial. They both aim at testing the subject's ability to have memorized the sequence of body turns. In both tests, subjects were told to reproduce the exact same trajectory as the one performed during the last trial of the learning phase (learning trial 11 or T11).
Sequential navigation. Right after the learning phase, subjects were told to reproduce the exact sequence of body-turns performed during the last trial (T11). To test for the temporal aspect of sequential navigation, all environmental cues were removed ( Fig. 1 A1) . The trial ended when a peripheral alley was fully visited.
Route tracing. In the route tracing test, subjects had to trace the route that they had taken on the last learning trial on a table-top drawing of the Starmaze provided to the subject (Fig. 1 A2) . Correct answers were not provided after these tests.
Both temporal tests are scored using the repeated path score. The sequence performed on T11 is taken as reference. We compare the behavior of the subject at each choice point with the behavior at the same choice point during the reference trial. At a given choice point, if the subject reproduces the same path as during the reference trial, it is considered as a "correct turn" and we allocate a mark of 100. If the subject moves away from the T11 pathway, a mark of 0 is allocated. The average of the marks for all choice points yields the repeated path score. With such scoring, a repeated path score of 100 means that the subject has performed the same path on the temporal test as on T11. Contrary to the percentage of direct paths that reflects the capacity to optimally (in terms of directness of path) use allocentric or sequential egocentric navigation strategies, the repeated path score reflects the use of the sequential egocentric strategy based on temporal order memory, be it optimal or not.
To minimize the impact on the repeated path score of random navigation that characterizes lost subjects, the repeated path score was computed on the portion of the performed path comprised between the starting point and the first extremity of a peripheral alley visited.
To control for an accidental error in one of the temporal tests, we considered the mean repeated path score obtained on both sequential and route tracing tests as a better index to assess sequence memory deficit, than each of these scores taken separately.
"What" test. Subjects were asked to name the visual cues they had seen in the environment and to specify their number ( Fig. 1 A3) .
This test was evaluated by the percentage of correctly and freely recalled visual cues (maximum of 8, 1 point for each object up to 8 points). Each groove of trees, each individual village and each mountain range were considered as a single object (Fig. 1 B) .
"Where" test: spatial memory. Subjects then had to place the visual cues that they had recalled on the table-top drawing of the Starmaze relatively to the goal (Fig. 1 A4) . The goal, placed in regards to the departure point that had been defined during the route tracing task, was shown to the subject.
The "where" score was equal to the number of correctly placed cues, averaged out by the total number of visual cues (8). It evaluated the capacity to encode an allocentric map (Moffat and Resnick, 2002) .
Statistics
Patient groups (AD, aMCI, FTLD) were compared with the age-matched group of healthy adults (60 -80). A p Ͻ 0.05 level of significance was chosen. ANOVA tests were conducted to compare performances among (1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) radiate. D, Departure alley; G, goal alley, where a virtual reward appeared when the subject reached the goal. The learning phase. Subjects were told to navigate toward a fixed hidden reward (G), with the most direct path possible, starting from the same departure point (D). The ideal path toward the goal is shown in gray. For the first three learning trials, if the subject had not found the reward within time or distance limits, he was placed at the entrance of the goal alley (7) and an arrow indicated the way to the reward. The test phase. The temporal memory tests. (1) Sequential navigation: All environmental cues were removed; the virtual environment only consisted of the walls boarding the alleys. Participants were told to reproduce the sequence of turns performed on the last learning trial. (2) Route tracing: Participants had to trace the path they had performed on the last learning trial on a map of the maze. The "what" test: Participants were asked to name the visual cues they had seen in the environment ("what"). The spatial memory test-"where" test: Subjects had to place the recalled cues on the map of the Starmaze. B, Configuration of the virtual environment. The landmarks consisted of two different mountains and villages, two distinct forests and two antennas, which were located between the ends of two adjacent alleys. To encourage the participants to encode the relationships between environmental landmarks, these landmarks were presented in sets of two. C, Succession of tests.
groups. After a significant main effect, Scheffe post hoc tests were performed. To control for computer experience, an ANCOVA analysis was performed.
Receiver operating characteristic
A Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed to evaluate the discriminating power of each neuropsychological test taken individually. Optimal cutoff points were calculated by selecting the point on the ROC curve that maximized both sensitivity and specificity.
Discriminant analysis
To investigate whether the navigation task provided additional discriminant information to standard neuropsychological tests, a discriminant analysis was performed (Wilk's method) on standard neuropsychological tests and performance parameters of the Starmaze task (STATISTICA for Windows 5.1, Statsoft, Inc) for the 3 groups: AD, 60 -80, and FTLD. We first entered all parameters in a preliminary discriminant analysis: model 1 with neuropsychological tests only (12 parameters), and model 2 with neuropsychological tests and Starmaze parameters (18 parameters) to determine the most discriminant parameters. Because the number of variables entered in a model impacts on its discriminating power, we then ran a second definitive discriminant analysis including the 6 most discriminant parameters of the preliminary discriminant analysis to have the same number of parameters in both models.
Wilk's lambda index (where a partial Wilk's lambda score of 0 referred to perfect discrimination) and Youden index (Y ϭ Sensitivity ϩ Specificity Ϫ 1) were used to measure each model's discriminating power. To better understand which groups of subjects were best discriminated by one variable, we performed a discriminant analysis on pairs of groups, rather than on all three patients groups.
Factor analysis
To infer to which cognitive function the experimental tests were sensitive, a factor analysis was performed on the 10 neuropsychological tests and the 6 variables from the Starmaze task. Because performances of temporal tests had ceiling effects in young adults, only the three groups 60 -80, AD, and FTLD were considered. Factor analysis was based on principal component analysis with varimax rotation. Eigenvalue above one was the criterion that determined the number of factors extracted.
Results
Subjects
Neuropsychological characteristics of the groups are shown in Table 1 .
Healthy adults were divided into three age groups: 20 -39, 40 -59, and 60 -80 years old. There were significant age effects for computer experience (F (2,60) ϭ 19.9, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ3 ), with younger subjects having more computer experience. Patient groups and healthy controls (60 -80) did not differ in terms of education level (F (3.61) ϭ 0.32, p ϭ 0.8), computer experience (F (3.61) ϭ 1.30, p ϭ 0.27), or age (F (3.61) ϭ 0.31, p ϭ 0.81). MMSE was significantly lower in AD and FTLD groups, but not in the aMCI group, compared with the 60 -80 group (F (3,61) ϭ 13.3, p ϭ 10 Ϫ6 ) ( Table 1) .
The learning phase Exploration activity did not differ among patient groups and the 60 -80 control group (F (3,61) ϭ 0.35, p ϭ 0.78, Fig. 2C ).
All groups of healthy adults and of patient groups showed a learning effect, determined by a linear regression over the 3 blocks of learning trials for each group individually for both performance parameters: the percentage of successful trials (B coefficient Ͼ 3,11, p Ͻ 0.05) and the percentage of direct trials (B Ͼ7.08, p Ͻ 0.01) ( Fig.  2A,B) . One exception was the AD group, where there was no significant learning effect for the percentage of direct trials (F (1,46) ϭ 2.06, p ϭ 0.15), despite a significant effect for the percentage of successful trials (F (1,46) ϭ 6.7, p ϭ 0.01). In addition, considering the percentage of direct trials, there were significant effects of both age (F (2,60) ϭ 13.1, p ϭ 10
Ϫ5
) and diagnosis (F (3,61) ϭ 2.8, p ϭ 0.03).
Test phase: assessing specific navigation strategies
Temporal memory tests Sequential navigation. All healthy subject groups approached optimal performance for the sequential navigation task (Fig. 3A,   Figure 2 . Navigation performance in healthy adults (left) and patients (right) during the learning phase. Shown are the evolutions of navigation performances over learning trials, in each group. For display purposes, learning trials were grouped in three blocks (trials 1-3, 4 -7,and8 -11).A,Percentageofsuccessfullearningtrials,asdefinedbythecapacitytoreachthegoalwithinthetimeanddistancelimits. B, Percentage of trials with direct paths to the goal. C, Exploration activity, defined as the number of peripheral alleys (excluding the start arm)thatwerevisitedduringthefirstlearningtrialforthefirsttime,andtakenasacontrolofexplorationactivity.*pϽ0.05,Groupeffect. left). Ten percent (N ϭ 2) of the 40 -59 group and 8% (N ϭ 2) of the 60 -80 group did not fully succeed this trial.
For patients, there was a significant effect of diagnosis (F (3,61) ϭ 13.3, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ4 ) where aMCI and AD patients were each significantly impaired relative to controls (Scheffe's test: p Ͻ 0.02 for all) and AD patients were impaired relative to FTLD group (Scheffe's test: p ϭ 0.005). These results remained significant after controlling for computer experience (F (3,60) ϭ 16.2, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ4 ), mean repeated path score during the learning phase (F (3,60) ϭ 7.8, p ϭ 10 Ϫ4 ) and percentage of direct paths during the learning phase (F (3,60) ϭ 21.5, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ7 ). Route tracing. There was no significant age effect in route tracing performance ( p Ͼ 0.2), as opposed to a significant patient group effect (F (3,61) ϭ 12.8, p ϭ 10 Ϫ4 ). Scheffe post hoc tests of the main effect revealed that AD patients were impaired relative to the control and FTLD groups (Scheffe's test: p Ͻ 0.002 for all) and aMCI patients were significantly impaired relative to healthy controls (p ϭ 2.10 Ϫ4 ) and nonsignificantly to FTLD (Fig. 3A,  middle) . The repeated path scores for the route tracing task and sequential navigation task correlated significantly (r ϭ 0.61, pϽ10 Ϫ5 ). These results on patient groups remained significant after controlling for computer experience (F (3,60) ϭ 16.7, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ4 ), mean repeated path score during the learning phase (F (3,60) ϭ 9.4, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ4 ) and percentage of direct paths during the learning phase (F (3,60) ϭ 27.1, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ7 ). During normal aging, there was a clear trend for impairment of temporal memory, evaluated overall by the mean value of performances of the sequential navigation and route tracing subtests, without however reaching statistical significance (F (2,60) ϭ 3.1, p ϭ 0.051). AD patients and, importantly, aMCI patients, were impaired compared with FTLD and normal controls (F (3,61) ϭ 26.2, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ6 , Scheffe's test p Ͻ 0.001 for both, Fig. 3A, right) . Diagnostic value of mean performances. The majority of aMCI and AD patients performed unsuccessfully on both temporal tests (50% and 75%, respectively). Conversely, neither healthy subjects nor FTLD patients failed both temporal tests, but rather, a majority performed successfully on both tests (at least 64% of double successes for each group) while a minority performed single errors on the temporal test (25% single errors in the 60 -80 group, 36% in the FTLD group).
For AD detection among FTLD and age-matched healthy adults, a cutoff score of 66.5/100 for the temporal memory score (i.e., mean of the two temporal memory tests' performances) yielded maximum sensitivity (87.5%) and specificity (91.4%) ( Table 2) .
For aMCI detection among healthy aged adults, a cutoff score of 60.5% yielded a maximum sensitivity of 61% and a specificity of 100%. Seven aMCI patients (50% of the aMCI group) were followed over 12-18 months. Among these, 5 (71%) converted to AD while the 2 others were cognitively stable. These 5 converters all had scores below the cutoff of 60.5% (see color plots, Fig. 3A , right).
"What" memory test
There was a significant effect of age group for the free recall of cues ("what") (F (2,60) ϭ 12.3, p ϭ 6.10 Ϫ4 ), with the 60 -80 group recalling less visual cues than both younger groups (Scheffe's test: p Ͻ 0.001 for both). No patient group was impaired relative to the Scores on the RCFT memory test are missing for 3 aMCI, 4 AD, and 6 FTLD patients and scores on the FCSRT are missing for 1 AD and 1 FTLD patient.
b-d
Cutoff scores for certain tests (MMSE, FCSRT, FAB) are indicated in parentheses and their explanations are detailed here, below: b MMSE: Dementia (above cutoff score) versus healthy adult (below cutoff score) (Lezak, 1983) . c FCSRT memory subtests: Prodromal AD (i.e, some aMCI patients, below cutoff scores) versus normal aging (above cutoff scores) (Sarazin et al., 2007) . age-matched control group for the free recall of objects, with a mean number of freely recalled cues of 3.1 Ϯ 0.41 of 8 cues recalled (Fig. 3B ).
Spatial memory test: "where"
There was no effect of age for the positioning of cues ("where") (Fig. 3C ). There was a significant effect of diagnosis (F (3,61) ϭ 5.2, p Ͻ 10 Ϫ7 ). Scheffe post hoc tests of the main effect revealed that AD patients were significantly impaired relative to controls and FTLD patients ( p Ͻ 0.03 for both). AD patients placed correctly 11 Ϯ 5% of the cues, compared with 32 Ϯ 3% for controls, 26 Ϯ 7% for aMCI patients, and 32 Ϯ 6% for FTLD patients (Fig. 3C) .
Relative discriminating power of the navigation tasks
First, a ROC analysis was performed to compare the discriminating power of neuropsychological tests with that of Starmaze subtests ( Table 2 ). The highest Youden index ( Y) of all the tests was found for the temporal memory tests (Y ϭ 0.79) followed by the verbal memory subtests (free, total recall and sensitivity to cueing on the FCSRT) (0.68 Ͻ Y Ͻ 0.74). The average temporal test was more discriminating than each of the temporal tests, without however reaching statistical significance. An explanation for this may be found by examining the frequency of failures on the temporal test in the different groups. In the aMCI and AD groups, failure on both temporal tests was more frequent than failure on only one temporal test (aMCI patients: 50% vs 28.5%; AD pa- tients: 75% vs 18.7%, respectively). This suggests that assessing temporal memory twice is more discriminating than only once, as it reduces the impact of single errors that may be accidental. To examine whether the Starmaze tests added any discrimination value for the differential diagnosis of early AD to that of standard neuropsychological tests used in clinic, a discriminant analysis (DA) was performed on AD, FTLD, and 60 -80 groups.
Two models with the same number of variables were compared: model 1 with neuropsychological tests and without Starmaze parameters, and model 2 with neuropsychological tests and with Starmaze parameters.
To determine the variables to enter in each case, a preliminary DA was performed on the three groups (AD, FTLD, 60 -80) including all variables. In model 1 of the preliminary DA, all neuropsychological and demographic variables were included; in model 2 of the preliminary DA, the latter variables supplied with 6 Starmaze performance variables were included (Table 3 ). The 6 performance variables from the Starmaze task were: (1) percentage of successful trials on learning trial 11; (2) percentage of direct paths on learning trial 11; (3) exploration activity; (4) the "what" score; (5) the spatial memory score, and (6) temporal memory score. The rationale for including the performances on trial 11, the last learning trial, was to compare the discriminating power of two different strategies performed at an equivalent time during the experience; on the one hand an undetermined strategy (as measured by trial 11), and on the other hand, a strategy based on sequence or spatial memory.
The six most discriminating variables of each model 1 and 2 of the preliminary DA were entered into the definitive DA conducted on the three groups (Fig. 4) . In model 1, sensitivity and specificity values reached 60% and 97%, respectively (Youden index ϭ 0.57). In model 2, which included temporal memory and percentage of direct paths on learning trial 11 as Starmaze performance parameters, overall discrimination was higher than in model 1, yielding 100% correct classification with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity (Y ϭ 1). This shows that the inclusion in the DA of the temporal memory component with the percentage of direct paths associated with other standard neuropsychological tests allowed to fully discriminate 60 -80, FTLD and AD groups (see color plots in Fig. 4) .
Finally, in a DA on model 2 conducted on pairs of groups, temporal memory score was the most significant variable for AD discrimination against both normal aging and FTLD, followed by the percentage of direct paths (Fig. 4, bottom) .
Cognitive functions assessed by the navigation tasks
To infer the cognitive functions the experimental tests were sensitive to, a factor analysis with all neuropsychological and experimental tests was performed (Table 4) . This identified 4 factors with eigenvalues Ͼ1, that explained 72% of total variance. The first factor explained 47% of variance and included verbal memory (FCSRT) subtests (factor loading Ͼ 0.84), the temporal memory score (factor loading ϭ 0.73) and the spatial memory test (factor loading ϭ 0.54). This factor essentially constitutes a simple index of memory. The other factors explained Ͻ10% variance each, essentially corresponding to general cognitive/ visuoconstructive functions, encoding of the environment, and executive function.
Discussion
We hypothesized that testing spatiotemporal memory in a nonverbal and active navigation task would be appropriate to assess hippocampal function and therefore to discriminate AD or aMCI from FTLD and healthy aging. We used the Starmaze navigation task developed for mice (Burguière et al., 2005; Rondi-Reig et al., 2006) and adapted to humans (Igló i et al., 2009 (Igló i et al., , 2010 to create a spatiotemporal memory, later tested for temporal ("when") and spatial ("where") components.
We tested patient groups compared with healthy age-matched control and also younger control groups to define the pathology- 
: Neuropsychological measures (MMSE-O, MMSE-R, MMSE-T, CBT-F, CBT-B, FCSRT-FR, FCSRT-TR, FCSRT-CS, RCFT copy, FAB) and demographic variables (Education level, Computer experience)
. Model 2 additionally contains the 6 parameters from the Starmaze task: "what" score, spatial memory score, temporal memory score, percentage of successful trials on learning trial 11, percentage of direct paths on learning trial 11, and exploration activity. Top, Significant variables extracted, with their statistical significance. Bottom, Classifier performance for both models.
specific changes, independently of aging in a spatiotemporal memory task. This task can be solved using allocentric or sequential egocentric navigation strategies which both depend on the hippocampus (Igló i et al., 2010) and are acquired in parallel (Igló i et al., 2009 ) in healthy young subjects. We show that the temporal test provides the most reliable tool to differentiate AD from aMCI, FTLD, and normal aging, and that this temporal memory test, along with the percentage of direct paths, increases the discriminating power of other neuropsychological tests to 100%.
There were no significant age-or patient-group differences in the motor aspects of the task assessed by the analysis of their exploration activity on the first trial (Fig. 2C) . Furthermore, ADspecific impairments for temporal memory tests do not reflect a difference in computer experience, since entering the latter as a control variable in the analyses did not change any of the results.
Importantly, all groups of subjects showed a learning effect during the navigation task (Fig. 2 A, B) . Nevertheless, performance of the AD group was lower than the 60 -80 and FTLD groups as their percentage of direct paths to the goal was markedly impaired in the last block of the learning phase (Fig. 2 B) . The form of learning impairment presented here is consistent with other studies' results showing intact topographical perception in AD (Bird et al., 2010) and partially preserved route learning capacities in virtual reality in early AD (Cushman et al., 2008) .
Spatial memory impairments in aging and AD pathology
Impairments of spatial memory ("where," Fig. 3C ) in both aged (60 -80) versus younger (20 -39) subjects, on the one hand, and in AD patients compared with FTLD patients and age-matched healthy controls, on the other, are consistent with previous findings of spatial processing and of navigation related to aging (Moffat and Resnick, 2002; Driscoll and Sutherland, 2005) and to AD pathology (Hort et al., 2007; Bird and Burgess, 2008) . Of note, the AD-impairment in the "where" test cannot be explained by object memory impairment, since the AD group was not impaired for the "what" test (Fig.  3B ). In agreement with the latter studies, the spatial memory score did not have a sufficient predictive value to discriminate AD from 60 to 80 and FTLD groups ( Fig. 3C ; Table 2 , ROC analysis: sensitivity: 81.3%, specificity: 68.6%).
Temporal memory impairment in AD
Studies assessing spatial memory in aging and pathology have mostly focused on allocentric spatial processing (Moffat and Resnick, 2002; Cushman et al., 2008; Antonova et al., 2009 ). Here, we additionally focused on the temporal aspect of navigation (Eichenbaum, 2004; Fouquet et al., 2010) .
AD and even aMCI patients were impaired in both the sequential navigation task and in the route tracing task. Assessing temporal memory twice allowed differentiating accidental errors from memory errors. These specific impairments of AD and aMCI groups on temporal memory tests are consistent with their deficit for reporting the encountering order of objects along a route (deIpolyi et al., 2007) and in the sequential ordering of places in AD (Kalová et al., 2005) . These observations may be explained by the fact that temporal sequence memory, which requires correct encoding where distinct time points are bound together to form a temporal order memory (Fouquet et al., 2010) , has been associated with hippocampal function in both rodents (DeCoteau and Kesner, 2000) and humans (Kumaran and Maguire, 2006; Van Opstal et al., 2008; Igló i et al., 2010) .
It is important to note that the temporal tests in the Starmaze task is more than a simple temporal order test (e.g., assessing order of words or scenes). The temporal order memory used during the temporal tests and learning of this navigation task can be defined as the capacity to distinguish between two spatial locations visited at different points in time. In this sense, it differs from a simple test of temporal order by including two components, a spatial and a temporal one. The spatial component in this case does not refer to an allocentric representation of space but In both models, the 6 most discriminating variables from the preliminary discriminant analysis conducted on all variables were entered in the definitive discriminant analysis [Model 1: (1) FAB, (2) MMSE-R, (3) FCSRT-CS, (4) CBT-B, (5) RCFT copy, (6) FCSRT-TR; Model 2: (1) temporal memory score, (2) FAB, (3) percentage of direct paths on learning trial 11, (4) MMSE-R, (5) FCSRT-CS, (6) FCSRT-TR). Top, Classifier performances for both models performed on the 60 -80, AD and FTLD groups. Graphs represent individual classifications along both factors extracted from the discriminant analysis. The more the groups are separated, the more the model discriminates. Bottom, Discriminant analysis on pairs of groups. In each pairwise model of models 1 and 2, significant variables are extracted and, below, classifier performances are shown. FR, Free recall; TR, total recall; CS, sensitivity to cueing (%); W. L., partial Wilks lambda.
rather to the ability to maintain a representation of the order in which location (i.e., intersection in our experiment) have been experienced over time (Howland et al., 2008) . This particular temporal order memory is strongly dependent on the integrity of both the hippocampus (Chiba et al., 1994; Gilbert et al., 2001; Kesner et al., 2002) and the prefrontal cortex (Chiba et al., 1994; Fuster, 2001; Hannesson et al., 2004) two regions particularly sensitive to damage in AD patients. The temporal test in the Starmaze task therefore requires recall of a spatiotemporal context that involves the encoding of distances and directions along the path. The complexity of this spatiotemporal memory tests might be the key for better detection of Alzheimer's disease than simply temporal memory test.
On the contrary, FTLD patients performed normally on these tasks (Fig. 3A) . It has been shown that temporal memory in FTLD is impaired only when important temporal monitoring is required (e.g., active search of items that have not been previously visited) but not for the simple reproduction of sequences (Owen et al., 1990) . Results from this study are consistent with our results, since the temporal memory tests require few active monitoring and few executive function, the latter being impaired in FTLD (Neary et al., 1998) . Indeed, the temporal tests contain no interfering cues (all alleys and intersections are identical) and no choice of strategy.
As such, testing for temporal sequence memory in a navigation task appears to specifically target memory deficit in AD. Also, the results of the factor analysis validated that the temporal memory test, as well as the spatial memory test, essentially assessed memory, as it is the case for the traditional test used to assess episodic memory (FCSRT) .
Can the temporal test be considered as a test of episodic memory? All patients had performed the tested sequence at least 3 times before the last learning trial, so the temporal test does not assess the recall of a unique episode and therefore does not verify the classical definition of episodic memory as the ability to "remember the 'what',-'where'-and-'when' components of a unique episode" (Tulving, 2002; Dere et al., 2005) . However, the temporal test assesses for the 'what',-'where'-and-'when' components of a personal experience. Also, it depends on hippocampal function as hippocampal activation during the recall of repeated events and their context has been shown in the Starmaze task (Igló i et al., 2010) . Overall, this suggests that the temporal test shares crucial properties with episodic memory which could explain its sensitivity and specificity to AD diagnosis.
Diagnostic value of temporal memory tests
Temporal memory, as measured by the temporal memory scores, was impaired in AD. Moreover, this temporal memory deficit was highly sensitive (87.5%) and specific (91.4%) to early AD when compared with FTLD patients and healthy aged adults. Indeed, the highest Youden index ( Y) of all the tests was found for the temporal memory score (Y ϭ 0.79), and the next most sensitive and specific test was found for verbal recall (FCSRT-TR; Y ϭ 0.73) ( Table 2 ). The temporal memory test added major contribution to the discrimination of AD among healthy aged and FTLD, as revealed by its low partial Wilk's lambda value in the discriminant analysis, Fig. 4 ). This indicates that the temporal memory score was nonredundant with the other memory tests, that is, it targeted components that were not captured in other neuropsychological tests.
These additional components may arise from the fact that the temporal tests model hippocampal function better than the latter. Indeed, to the contrary to the temporal tests, FCSRT and delayed recall RCFT can be resolved without reference to a spatiotemporal context, which precisely is hippocampus dependent (for review, see Burgess et al., 2002) . Also, assessment of memory with the FCSRT task that consists in the recall of verbal lists (Grober and Buschke, 1987) may be biased by the verbal aspects of this task; differential familiarity with certain words as well as the rote rehearsal of the list of words (Longoni et al., 1993) , which both depend on extrahippocampal functions (Schweickert and Boruff, 1986 ).
The temporal memory task also differentiated significantly the aMCI group from the control group. Temporal sequence memory impairments in MCI have been reported for sequential ordering of places (Kalová et al., 2005; Weniger et al., 2011) . Also, we were able to follow 7 aMCI patients over 3 years. Five of them converted later to AD, while 2 remained stable. The 5 converters had temporal memory scores below the optimal cutoff for aMCI detection among healthy aged adults (60.5%) (Fig. 3A, red  crosses) . Overall, although the sample size was very small, these results suggest that the temporal memory test might help to differentiate future AD converters at the MCI stage from healthy controls.
Finally, to evaluate the capacity of this test to depict very prodromal AD, we also controlled for memory degradation in healthy adults. Two adults from the 60 -80 group showed isolated and significant episodic memory impairments 18 months later, without, however, reaching the criteria for aMCI. Both of these potential converters had the lowest scores in their group (Fig. 3A, green crosses) . These observations suggest that temporal memory deficit might be tested as a preliminary detector of very early AD in humans, as it has been shown in rodents (Ohno et al., 2006) .
To conclude, the results show that a temporal memory test of an experimentally controlled spatiotemporal memory discriminates AD and aMCI subjects from age-matched control subjects and FTLD patients, with high sensitivity (87.5%) and specificity (91.4%). Compared with the spatial memory test, the temporal memory score is more specific to AD pathology and includes no age-related deficit. Furthermore, this test had higher predictive power than other standard neuropsychological memory tests, and, associated with the latter, selectively raised the power of a discriminant analysis to 100% showing that it added nonredundant discriminant information to standard neuropsychological tests.
